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	“Is Google making us stupid?” When Nicholas Carr posed that question, in a celebrated Atlantic Monthly cover story, he tapped into a well of anxiety about how the Internet is changing us. He also crystallized one of the most important debates of our time: As we enjoy the Net’s bounties, are we sacrificing our ability to read and think deeply?


	

	Now, Carr expands his argument into the most compelling exploration of the Internet’s intellectual and cultural consequences yet published. As he describes how human thought has been shaped through the centuries by “tools of the mind”â€•from the alphabet to maps, to the printing press, the clock, and the computerâ€•Carr interweaves a fascinating account of recent discoveries in neuroscience by such pioneers as Michael Merzenich and Eric Kandel. Our brains, the historical and scientific evidence reveals, change in response to our experiences. The technologies we use to find, store, and share information can literally reroute our neural pathways.

	

	Building on the insights of thinkers from Plato to McLuhan, Carr makes a convincing case that every information technology carries an intellectual ethicâ€•a set of assumptions about the nature of knowledge and intelligence. He explains how the printed book served to focus our attention, promoting deep and creative thought. In stark contrast, the Internet encourages the rapid, distracted sampling of small bits of information from many sources. Its ethic is that of the industrialist, an ethic of speed and efficiency, of optimized production and consumptionâ€•and now the Net is remaking us in its own image. We are becoming ever more adept at scanning and skimming, but what we are losing is our capacity for concentration, contemplation, and reflection.

	

	Part intellectual history, part popular science, and part cultural criticism, The Shallows sparkles with memorable vignettesâ€•Friedrich Nietzsche wrestling with a typewriter, Sigmund Freud dissecting the brains of sea creatures, Nathaniel Hawthorne contemplating the thunderous approach of a steam locomotiveâ€•even as it plumbs profound questions about the state of our modern psyche. This is a book that will forever alter the way we think about media and our minds.
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Understanding Intracardiac EGMs and ECGsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
This practical “how-to” manual for interpreting electrograms and understanding how they relate to the more easily understood/obtained electrocardiogram (ECG) is designed to be used in electrophysiology laboratories and during preparation for certification tests. Clear enough to be understood by the novice, this inexpensive paperback...
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Climates, Landscapes, and CivilizationsAmerican Geophysical Union, 2013

	Published by the American Geophysical Union as part of the Geophysical Monograph Series, Volume 198.

	

	Climates, Landscapes, and Civilizations brings together a collection of studies on the history of complex interrelationships between humans and their environment by integrating Earth science with archeology and...
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World Criminal Justice Systems, Eighth Edition: A Comparative SurveyAnderson, 2012

	This comparative text provides an understanding of major world criminal justice systems by discussing and comparing the systems of six of the world's countries: England, France, Russia, China, Japan, and a new chapter on South Africa -- each representative of a different type of legal system. An additional chapter on Islamic law uses...
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Visible Thought: The New Psychology of Body LanguageRoutledge, 2004
Geoffrey  Beattie breathes new life into a thousand tired old clichés about body  language. This is a fascinating book on two levels. The first is a  serious scientific one arguing for new ideas about nonverbal  communication. The second level is perhaps a shade less Nature and a  dash more Heat or Hello. As Big Brother psychologist,...
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Multidetector-Row CT of the Thorax (Medical Radiology / Diagnostic Imaging)Springer, 2005

	With the advent of multidetector-row technology, excitement has returned to computed tomography. Not only can we now image faster and with better resolution than ever before. More importantly, the development of sophisticated image acquisition techniques has enabled us to venture into areas previously considered to be beyond the scope of CT...
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Talend Open Studio CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 100 recipes to help you master Talend Open Studio and become a more effective data integration developer


	Overview

	
		A collection of exercises covering all development aspects including schemas, mapping using tMap, database and working with files
	
		Get your code ready for the production...
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